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My Bottom Line:My Bottom Line:

It is critically important that science, and scientists, 
achieve a much higher degree of influence 
throughout both their nations and globally



This talk will focus on some current 
strategies that promote this goal

• But first a little personal history



My unintended entry into science policy, 1985My unintended entry into science policy, 1985



A fateful phone call in 1986A fateful phone call in 1986

•• Should there be a special project in the US to map Should there be a special project in the US to map 
and sequence the human genome?and sequence the human genome?

•• A very prestigious committee had just been A very prestigious committee had just been 
established by the National Academy of Sciences to established by the National Academy of Sciences to 
address this question.address this question.

•• The committee contained members who had spoken The committee contained members who had spoken 
out strongly on both sides of the argument.out strongly on both sides of the argument.

•• Since I had not even thought about the question Since I had not even thought about the question 
previously, previously, ““I would be the ideal chair for this important I would be the ideal chair for this important 
committeecommittee””..



Why was any special human genome Why was any special human genome 
project so controversial in 1986?project so controversial in 1986?

•• With available technology, our genome of 3 With available technology, our genome of 3 
billion nucleotides would require 30,000 person billion nucleotides would require 30,000 person 
years to sequence!years to sequence!

•• The idea was broadly viewed as a big science The idea was broadly viewed as a big science 
threat to the successful small science culture threat to the successful small science culture 
and small science funding in biology.and small science funding in biology.



The final reportThe final report
February 1988



Another fateful phone call in late 1992Another fateful phone call in late 1992

•• The special nominating committee to select the The special nominating committee to select the 
next president of the National Academy of next president of the National Academy of 
Sciences had, after a year of deliberations, Sciences had, after a year of deliberations, 
selected me for this fullselected me for this full--time job in Washington, time job in Washington, 
DC.DC.

•• I had decided not to be a candidate when they I had decided not to be a candidate when they 
had phoned me 9 months earlier.had phoned me 9 months earlier.

•• But please have the courtesy of meeting with But please have the courtesy of meeting with 
the committee to discuss the possibility.the committee to discuss the possibility.



My education in Washington, DC My education in Washington, DC 
19931993--20052005

Full-time job as president of the US 
National Academy of Sciences



U.S. National Academy of SciencesU.S. National Academy of Sciences
Charter (1863)Charter (1863)

““The academy shall, whenever called uponThe academy shall, whenever called upon
by any department of the government,by any department of the government,
investigate, examineinvestigate, examine…… and report upon anyand report upon any
subject of science or art ,subject of science or art ,…… but the Academybut the Academy
shall receive no compensation whatsoevershall receive no compensation whatsoever
for any services to the government of the for any services to the government of the 
United StatesUnited States””..



IndependentIndependent policy advice from the policy advice from the 
National AcademiesNational Academies

•• More than 200 reports a year,More than 200 reports a year,
85 percent requested by the US 85 percent requested by the US 
governmentgovernment

•• Full text released to the press, and to the Full text released to the press, and to the 
public on our Website, when report is public on our Website, when report is 
delivered to governmentdelivered to government



How the Academies work to promote the How the Academies work to promote the 
use of science for wise decision makinguse of science for wise decision making

I I will give you four examples will give you four examples 



Conclusion:Conclusion:

No evidence No evidence 
that these that these 
fields are fields are 
dangerousdangerous



Conclusion:Conclusion:

Good Good 
evidence evidence 
that very low that very low 
levels of levels of 
arsenic  are arsenic  are 
dangerousdangerous



Conclusion:Conclusion:

Strong scientific Strong scientific 
consensus that consensus that 
humanhuman--induced induced 
increases in increases in 
greenhouse greenhouse 
gases will cause gases will cause 
serious global serious global 
warmingwarming



Very large Very large 
2009 report 2009 report 
with multiple with multiple 
sections for sections for 
Obama Obama 
administrationadministration



These are examples ofThese are examples of
““science for policyscience for policy”” reportsreports

Why is science so useful for policymakers?Why is science so useful for policymakers?

•• Science has allowed humans to gain a deep Science has allowed humans to gain a deep 
understanding of the natural worldunderstanding of the natural world

•• In many cases, we can therefore predict the In many cases, we can therefore predict the 
effects of current actions on the futureeffects of current actions on the future



In cartoon formIn cartoon form



Why does it work?Why does it work?

•• Our government prides itself on Our government prides itself on ““basing basing 
decisions on the best sciencedecisions on the best science””. Both sides of an . Both sides of an 
argument usually claim to have science argument usually claim to have science 
supporting it.supporting it.

•• Through the National AcademiesThrough the National Academies’’ report review report review 
processes, we have made a great effort to avoid processes, we have made a great effort to avoid 
nonnon--scientific statements, as required to be seen scientific statements, as required to be seen 
as a neutral advisoras a neutral advisor

•• The US press pays attention to what the The US press pays attention to what the 
National Academies say, which puts pressure on National Academies say, which puts pressure on 
government to respondgovernment to respond





www.NAP.eduwww.NAP.edu
Full text of more than Full text of more than 4000 books4000 books now onnow on--line, line, 

accessible through powerful search engine.accessible through powerful search engine.



A Custom-produced Search Engine
Discovery EngineDiscovery Engine, integrates search results with   

intrinsic exploration tools



Knowledge Discovery ToolKnowledge Discovery Tool:  :  Reference Finder, a Web Reference Finder, a Web 
form into which one can paste any text to "find more like" it form into which one can paste any text to "find more like" it 



What about policy for 
science?



This was a    This was a    
““policy for sciencepolicy for science””
reportreport



Human reproductive Human reproductive 
cloning should not cloning should not 
now be practiced.now be practiced.
It is dangerous and It is dangerous and 
likely to fail.likely to fail.
There should be a There should be a 
legally enforceable legally enforceable ban ban 
on the practice. on the practice. 

The Academies on Human Cloning,  2002



Our academy’s attempt to promote an enlarged 
agenda for science in the 21st century

Emphasizes that -- in 
addition to physics, 
chemistry, biology, etc. -
- a second, more 
applied type of science, 
termed “sustainability 
science” is also critical



Integrating Knowledge And ActionIntegrating Knowledge And Action

Because the pathway to sustainability cannot be 
charted in advance, it will have to be navigated 
through trial and error and conscious 
experimentation.  The urgent need is to design 
strategies and institutions that can better integrate 
incomplete knowledge with experimental action--- into 
programs of adaptive management and social 
learning.

Our Common Journey, 
1999



What does this mean in practice?What does this mean in practice?



Lake Victoria, western     
Kenya, 1998



Pondicherry, India, 2000





A A ““science franchisescience franchise”” that that 
produces parasitic mothsproduces parasitic moths



2004: bringing in the bankers2004: bringing in the bankers







www.nabard.org

“Self-Help Groups”
—— each composed of 
10 to 20 villagers who 
have learned to work 
together  together  —— are among
the bank’s best-
performing customers, 
with 95 percent of 
repayments being 
made on time!



Science and technology can make a major difference 
for national development through a myriad of 
interventions, but most of these are much too fine-
grained for outsiders to expect to be able to solve 
other nation’s problems.  

Instead, our focus should be on helping to build the 
local capacities that each nation will need to solve 
their problems themselves.

What I learned



More specifically:More specifically:

It is critically important that science, and It is critically important that science, and 
scientists, achieve a scientists, achieve a muchmuch higher degree of higher degree of 
influence throughout both their nations and       influence throughout both their nations and       
the world.the world.

•• This is important for the success of each This is important for the success of each 
nation.nation.

•• It is also important for building a better world.It is also important for building a better world.



In particular, we need much more of the In particular, we need much more of the 
creativity, rationality, openness, and creativity, rationality, openness, and 

tolerance that are inherent to science tolerance that are inherent to science ------
what Indian Prime Minister Nehru called what Indian Prime Minister Nehru called 
a a ““scientific temperscientific temper”” ---- for both the US for both the US 

and all other nationsand all other nations



Ambitious goals: some strategies

Strategy 1, people:

To spread science, we must spread 
scientists 



To generate a scientific temper for our To generate a scientific temper for our 
nations, we will need scientifically trained nations, we will need scientifically trained 

people in all professionspeople in all professions

• These individuals are invaluable for 
connecting our scientific community to the 
very different cultures of government, pre-
college education, law, the media, business, 
etc.



Scientific community 
Congress, or 

Government agency 

What I saw in Washington: strong 
interactions between individuals with a 

science background can bridge cultures



Research in universities
and Industry

Research in universities
and Industry

Encouraging a broader pipeline fromEncouraging a broader pipeline from
college and university science departmentscollege and university science departments

MANY PROFESSIONS NEEDING SCIENCE EXPERTISE
 Precollege teaching  Curriculum development

 Science journalism  Science policy  Government

MANY PROFESSIONS NEEDING SCIENCE EXPERTISEMANY PROFESSIONS NEEDING SCIENCE EXPERTISE
 Precollege teachingPrecollege teaching  Curriculum developmentCurriculum development

 Science journalismScience journalism  Science policyScience policy  GovernmentGovernment

Other professionsOther professions

Ph D.
Degree

Master’s
Degree

BachelorBachelor’’ss

DegreeDegree
Entering
science
students



California LegislatureCalifornia Legislature’’s new Science and s new Science and 
Technology Policy FellowsTechnology Policy Fellows



Strategy 2, education:

A focus on science education at all 
levels



What science should look like in schoolWhat science should look like in school



An emphasis on An emphasis on 
active inquiryactive inquiry



Strategy 3, scientists need to get Strategy 3, scientists need to get 
organized!organized!

The The InterAcademyInterAcademy Panel (IAP) and the Panel (IAP) and the 
InterAcademyInterAcademy Council (IAC), two new Council (IAC), two new 
international organizations for scienceinternational organizations for science



MeritMerit--based Science Academiesbased Science Academies

Countries with merit-based science academies

The InterAcademy Panel on International Issues (The InterAcademy Panel on International Issues (IAP)  IAP)  
is now a network of 100 science academiesis now a network of 100 science academies

Initiated in New Delhi in 1993Initiated in New Delhi in 1993



The support of The support of ““sustainability sciencesustainability science””
by the InterAcademy Panelby the InterAcademy Panel

•• Helping the science academies in each Helping the science academies in each 
nation nation develop a larger role in their own develop a larger role in their own 
societiessocieties, including becoming a respected , including becoming a respected 
advisor to their own governmentsadvisor to their own governments

•• Sharing information and resources as Sharing information and resources as 
““public goodspublic goods”” to strengthen world science to strengthen world science 
(e.g., electronic journals and other Web (e.g., electronic journals and other Web 
publications, programs and resources for publications, programs and resources for 
science education, ages 5 to 25)science education, ages 5 to 25)



Often, only local scientists will have the Often, only local scientists will have the 
credibility required to rescue a nation credibility required to rescue a nation 

from misguided local policies and beliefsfrom misguided local policies and beliefs

Some recent examples: 
• Fear of polio vaccination in Nigeria

• Fear of GM crops in many nations

• Myths about HIV in South Africa



Important recent  
report from the South 
African Academy of 
Sciences



Through the IAP, the academy Through the IAP, the academy 
presidents recognized that scientists presidents recognized that scientists 
need to have a much larger presence in need to have a much larger presence in 
world affairs.world affairs.

In particular, how can the worldIn particular, how can the world’’s s 
scientists more effectively communicate scientists more effectively communicate 
their agreement on central issues?their agreement on central issues? o a 
more rational and a more prosperous 
place.



The answer:The answer:

The IAC was The IAC was 
established by the IAP established by the IAP 
in 2000, with a in 2000, with a 
secretariat at KNAW in secretariat at KNAW in 
Amsterdam Amsterdam 

Governed by                Governed by                
15 academy 15 academy 
presidentspresidents



The first report of the InterAcademy The first report of the InterAcademy 
Council was released at the UN General Council was released at the UN General 

Assembly in February, 2004Assembly in February, 2004

Inventing a Better Future: A Strategy for Inventing a Better Future: A Strategy for 
Building Worldwide Capacities in Science Building Worldwide Capacities in Science 
and Technology.and Technology.

•• A guide for building high quality institutions A guide for building high quality institutions 
for science and technology in every nation.for science and technology in every nation.

•• Committee coCommittee co--chairs from Brazil and Egypt, chairs from Brazil and Egypt, 
plus scientists from 10 other nations.plus scientists from 10 other nations.









capacity 
building agriculture

women

The first three IAC reports, 2004 to 2006The first three IAC reports, 2004 to 2006



4th IAC report released October 20074th IAC report released October 2007

Lighting the Way: Toward a Sustainable Lighting the Way: Toward a Sustainable 
Energy FutureEnergy Future

CoCo--chairs:chairs:
Steve Chu (USA) and Jose Goldemberg (Brazil)Steve Chu (USA) and Jose Goldemberg (Brazil)

Chu (Nobel Prize Physics) is now the Secretary of Chu (Nobel Prize Physics) is now the Secretary of 
Energy for the USEnergy for the US



For every nation, strong institutions for 
science and technology are key 

• Scientists are unlikely to be effective in either their 
work or in guiding the decisions made by their 
nations without strong institutions to support and 
harness their efforts. 

• To develop, harness, and retain the talent needed 
in every nation, building and supporting effectiveeffective
meritmerit--based institutionsbased institutions for science and technology 
must become a key goal for development.



The urgent need for capacity buildingThe urgent need for capacity building

•• ThThose of us in more scientifically advanced ose of us in more scientifically advanced 
nations must help less advanced nations nations must help less advanced nations 
develop a greater capacity in science and develop a greater capacity in science and 
technology, as appropriate to their national technology, as appropriate to their national 
needs.needs.

•• This in our own interest, as well as being This in our own interest, as well as being 
critical for the rest of the world.critical for the rest of the world.



The promise of world science collaborationThe promise of world science collaboration



Science magazine as a tool for Science magazine as a tool for 
improving the scientific enterpriseimproving the scientific enterprise











Using Using 
science and science and 
Science Science to to 
create more create more 
coherence coherence 
in the field of in the field of 
educationeducation

My current obsessionMy current obsession



Connecting 
science to 
language 

and literacy

April 23, 2010

Special issue:



Most Most 
recent recent 
issueissue



Also critical to work to improve the Also critical to work to improve the 
scientific enterprise itself!scientific enterprise itself!

Collaborating with the chief editors of NatureNature and the 
Proceedings of the National Academy of SciencesProceedings of the National Academy of Sciences:

1.To establish an ““author IDauthor ID”” systemsystem”” so that each 
author can be specifically identified in databases 
like PubMed.

2.To discourage “honorary authorships,” require that 
the contribution of each author be published contribution of each author be published 
with a paper.



Also critical to work to improve the Also critical to work to improve the 
scientific enterprise itself!scientific enterprise itself!

Collaborating with the chief editors of NatureNature and the 
Proceedings of the National Academy of SciencesProceedings of the National Academy of Sciences:

3. To insure data qualityinsure data quality, require that a senior author senior author 
take responsibilitytake responsibility for having seen the original data 
for each type of method used in a publication.

4. To encourage mentoring encourage mentoring by senior scientists, 
establish a separate mentoring search featureseparate mentoring search feature in 
PubMed and other databases.



““The society of scientists is simple because it has a The society of scientists is simple because it has a 
directing purpose: to explore the truth. Nevertheless, directing purpose: to explore the truth. Nevertheless, 
it has to solve the problem of every society, which is it has to solve the problem of every society, which is 
to find a compromise between the individual and the to find a compromise between the individual and the 
group. It must encourage the single scientist to be group. It must encourage the single scientist to be 
independent, and the body of scientists to be tolerant. independent, and the body of scientists to be tolerant. 
From these basic conditions, which form the prime From these basic conditions, which form the prime 
values, there follows step by step a range of values: values, there follows step by step a range of values: 
dissent, freedom of thought and speech, justice, dissent, freedom of thought and speech, justice, 
honor, human dignity and self respect. honor, human dignity and self respect. 

Science has humanized our values. Men have Science has humanized our values. Men have 
asked for freedom, justice and respect precisely as asked for freedom, justice and respect precisely as 
the scientific spirit has spread among them.the scientific spirit has spread among them.””

Jacob Jacob BronowskiBronowski, Science and Human Values, 1956, Science and Human Values, 1956

My favorite quote


